Involvement of cortical, thalamic and midbrain reticular formation neurons in spike and wave discharges: extracellular study in feline generalized penicillin epilepsy.
Extracellular activity of single units, simultaneously recorded in cortex, thalamus, and midbrain reticular formation was investigated during feline generalized penicillin epilepsy. The firing activity of neurons recorded in the cortex was invariably and consistently enhanced in coincidence with the positive peak and the positive-negative transient of the "spike" of the spike and wave complex, and it was greatly decreased during the wave. In the nonspecific thalamic nuclei three classes of neurons were identified according to their patterns of activity during the spike and wave complex: (i) neurons behaving like cortical units, (ii) neurons with enhanced firing activity during the wave and a decreased activity during the "spike," and (iii) unmodified neurons. In the nucleus lateralis posterior neurons of the third class were not found. Most midbrain reticular neurons could be classified in the same three classes of the nonspecific thalamic nuclei; however, 11% of those units increased their activity 20 to 30 ms earlier than did the cortical units (class IV). Investigation of the activities of all these neuronal populations immediately prior to a spike and wave discharge showed that the rhythmic cycle of excitation-inhibition commenced earlier in the cortical neurons than in any other subcortical neuron. Moreover, there were some nonspecific thalamic neurons of class II with an inhibitory phase exactly coincident with the activation of class IV midbrain reticular neurons. These data suggest (i) a leading role of cortical neurons in initiating and maintaining a spike and wave burst; (ii) the involvement of a corticothalamocortical circuit in timing the bursts, and (iii) an accessory reticulothalamic loop also involved in regulating the intraburst frequency of the spike and wave complex.